«dentro le fibre più strette del mio corpo universale»: the representation of the body in Amelia Rosselli’s *Variazioni Belliche*

In the incipit of her work *Strangers to Ourselves*, Julia Kristeva writes «Foreigner: a choked up rage deep down in my throat, a black angel clouding transparency, opaque, unfathomable spur». The foreign character is thus part of everyone: each person hosts a stranger in the deepest part of their own body whose presence is «opaque» and hardly identifiable.

The poet Amelia Rosselli embodies this figure of the stranger in contemporary Italian literature. Her biography, her background and her linguistic style turned her - in the opinion of the critics - a unique author, difficult to include in the literary canon. In her poems, the body becomes the medium through which she experiences the crisis of the role of the ‘I’ as a subject and the ‘you’ as an interlocutor.

This paper aims to investigate how, in her first collection of poems - *Variazioni Belliche* (1964) -, Rosselli developed a specific metric scheme and an original language to tell her experience. The body is perceived as fragmented, inadequate; it bursts into the text through the repetition of anthropomorphic statements, linguistic archaisms and foreignisms. I will start by analysing the autobiographical poem “Contiamo infiniti morti” I will then show how the poet’s struggle to find a space and a language to express her condition develops along the collection.
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